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Offering five diverse and beautifully crafted collections reflecting the perfection of their native origins, Sunwood™ brings nature alive inside. The Collections range from the subtlety of the Essential Collection to the high drama of the Gloss Collection. The Soft Grain Collection with its rich natural finish, contrasts with the sheer flawlesseness of the Perfect Grain, while the exquisitely formed Contour Collection completes this extensive choice of exceptional quality wood venetians.

Wood is a natural insulator; helping to keep the cold out during the winter months; whilst the reflective properties of Sunwood™ will help shield the sun, keeping your interior space cool throughout Summer.

Not only are we conscious about where our wood comes from, but we strive to ensure it makes your home as energy efficient and kind to the environment as possible.
The ultra modern Gloss Collection offers three contemporary quality wood colours with a trend led designer finish. With an edge of high drama and sophistication, the Gloss Collection is perfect for a cool, minimalist interior look that just oozes style and dramatic glamour. If you desire an interior style to suit your personality, the Gloss Collection offers the perfect balance between decadent and demure.
Essential Collection

- Polar - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Ivory - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Pine - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Beech - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Tawny - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Honey - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Burnished Oak - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Chestnut - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Auburn - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm
- Hazel - 58mm, 35mm and 25mm

Tawny 59mm/ Jet Tapes 39mm / Black Bell Pull
Simple Essential Elegance

The sheer elegance that can be created from a naturally beautiful product is made perfectly clear in the Essential Collection. This collection offers a choice of 10 desirable wood colours in 25mm, 35mm and 50mm slats to complement your interior style. The Essential Collection offers a choice of timeless classics allowing you to change your room style as often as you like without having to change your blinds. The Essential Collection offers practical simplicity at its very best.
Perfect Grain Collection

Maple 50mm  Elm 50mm  Meteor 50mm

Flawless Finish

Make your interior space faultless with the Perfect Grain Collection. A laminate finish gives the three delicate colours available in 50mm slats a luxurious feel that will exude throughout your home. If you have impeccable taste then express it in your interior style. The Perfect Grain Collection gives you the option to make your window dressings stand out or blend in. Give your room the edge with Perfect Grain.
Soft Grain Collection

Evoking a sense of harmony, the perfectly natural Soft Grain Collection offers a rich colour palette of choice. With a luxurious, textured finish in sumptuous tones such as Cabana, Tuscan Oak and Fired Walnut, the Soft Grain Collection is simply perfect for any room. A choice of subtle colours that take you back to nature will leave you ready to bring the outdoors in.
Make a statement with the 65mm curved slat, created to allow you to craft your own aspirational living space. The luxurious look and feel of the Contour Collection creates the impression of an interior shutter in your own private haven.

With ultimate light control, the Contour Collection offers stylish versatility. The Contour Collection is perfect for creating a real life living space which is stamped with your personality.
Sunwood offers the perfect choice of elegant, timeless wood venetians to add warmth, style and character to any interior space. Alongside the five stunning Collections, Sunwood offers a versatile collection of accessories to give your blinds life and individuality. A stunning range of tapes, tassels and valances complete and complement the inspirational Sunwood Collection.

Don’t forget to make it safe – Sunwood is committed to making all its blinds child-safe. Look for the logo.
Tassels

Bullet
- Nickel
- Matt Nickel
- Brushed Brass
- Black

Bell
- Chrome
- Matt Nickel
- Brushed Brass
- Black

Valance Options

Metallic Valance
- Chrome
- Matt Nickel
- Brushed Brass
- Black

Leather Valance
- White
- Ivory
- Beige
- Black
- Brown
- Tan

Motorisation

Tilt your Sunwood™ blind to your desired degree of closure at the touch of a button. With ultra quiet operation and precise slat positioning, the perfect ambience is only a touch away. Combining the latest technology, the motor will stop and hold slats, resulting in the tightest closure.

These sophisticated motors can operate the largest blinds with ease all from a simple six volt (battery or power supply) power source.

Technical Specification

- Headrail for 50 & 65mm: 42mm x 59mm
- Headrail for 35 & 25mm: 42mm x 42mm
- Headrail specifi cation: PVC headrail with steel insert
- Slat thickness for 25 & 35mm: 2.5mm
- Slat thickness for 50mm: 3mm
- Slat thickness for 65mm: Bevelled slat (max) 5mm
- Headrail, bottom rail & valance colours: To match all Slats, Leather and Metallic valance options available
- Cord colours: Colour co-ordinated
- Control mechanisms: Right hand raise left hand tilt
- Brackets: End fix/centre support bracket
- Maximum width: 2400mm
- Maximum drop: 2700mm
- Minimum width 65, 50, 35, 25mm: 200mm
- Hold down/door brackets/safety clear: Included as standard with all blinds
- Extension brackets: Available on request
- Valance width: 12mm wider than blind
- Valance width (double return): 14mm wider than blind

Sunwood™ blinds are a natural product, thus variations in shade and graining may occur.